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COMPRESSIBLE EFFECTS AND MODELING
Joseph G. Marvin
Ames Research _enter, NASA
Mo_fett Field, California 94035
' I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid ddvelopment Of fasteP, larger _ompu_ers has been parallel_d by
m
an equally _apld development of computational _erodynami_s. i_ lig1_tof thi_,
it has been suggested that the computer and the wind tunnel will perform equal
and complementary roles in the development of new aeroSpane vehicles. (I) To
make that suggestion a reality it will be necessary that the understanding of _"
turbulence be enhanced and that some practical means of modeling _t in compu-
tations be provided.
Table I is a simplified summary of the Status of computational aerodynam _
ics that illustrates its rapid development, particul_rly since the start of
this decade. The stage of approximation of the governing equations has been
divided into four progressively more complex categories, culminating with the
viscous, tlme-dependent Navier-Stokes equation_. Beginning in the 1930's and
progressing through the 1960's, inviscid linearized theory in various refined
stages has been used in the design of many aircraft; however, limitations in
this theory required that much of the configuration design be accomplished
experimentally. In the 1970's, development of inviscid nonlinear theory
advanced more rapidly and is now nearing completion.
Computations for transonic and hyperSonic flight have been made for 1
realiStic aerospace vehicle geometries (notable examples are refS. 2-4). The
major limitation of these computationS is that they cannot handle separated
flows. To provide that capability, the next stage of equation approximation
requires utilization of th_ Navier-Stok_s equations or their approximation.
For turbulent fl6ws, which are ubiquitous and very important in most a@rospaCd
vehicle applications, computations emp!tying the time-averaged Navier-Stok4s
equations are in the early stages of development. The limitation of these
i
J
computatlofls is the accuracy of _he tufbulenc,e modo:l used to comp:l-et6 the _ys-
teniOf gOvernlng equatlon_; _his item now pacGs tilt!dOvclopment.
Once tl_is stage of approximation reaches the poJn_ of pract:i¢:a]ut] liCy,
it :isexpected that the development of computations uSJ_ thO complete Nav ier-
Stokes e@uationS in time-dependent focm will begin. However, b#catt_e the
resolution scal6 for the smaller turbulent eddies precludes the use of any
present day computers, an advanced computer is essential before practical com-
putations can be made available. Thus, within the next decade, it would be
possible to numerically simulate the flow about aircraft, including importnnt
viscous effects, if the ability to model turbulence can be improved.
The Navier-Stokes equations are the basic governing equations used to
describe most fluid mechanics phenomena. They also apply to problems involv-
ing turbulent flow where turbulence appearS as a random, dissipative, three-
dimensional phenomenon that involves many characteristic scales. To avoid the _
difficulty of describing every discrete turbulent motion possible, some type
of averaging must be employed. Of the many possibilities, Reynolds time-
I" averaging (S) has proved the most successful. Time averaging eliminates some
information contained in the original equations, hoWever, and also results in
more unknowns than governing equations through the introduction of apparent
Reynolds stresses for the actual transfer of momentum by Velocity fluctuations.
Deriving additional equations for those Reynolds steesses only results in the
intcbdudtion of additional unknowns.
Therefore, ehe extra unknowns must be represented by physically plausible
combinations of quantities fo_ which transport equations are expressed in i
terms of constants or empirical functions considered as known or 6xpressible
in Lerms of the mean variables. The prob]em of reducing the unknowns to equal
2
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' the number of equations is re[erred to as the closure problem; the pro_esS of
expressing the unRnowns as transpOPt _qua_ions in te_ms of empirical fun=tions
or constants is referred to as "_urbulende modeling."
Historically, p_ogress in turbulence modeling has been slow and dellber-
ate, and has relied substantially on a few carefully eongrolled exFeriment_
performed over a range of test conditions. Such experiments could be called _
"building-block experiments" because they provided the gage for establishing
the credibility of Computational techniques and even more importantly because
they provided physically meaningful concepts that were used _O enhance heuriS-
tic modeling ideas. The conference on the _Omputation of turbulent flows held
at Stanford UniverSity in 1968 (6) used these key experiments to assess pro-
gress in predicting incompressible, attached, turbulent flows. Later that
same year, the conference on compressible turbulent flows held at Langley
Research Center (?) Concluded that very few, if any, compressible flow experi-
ments in the building-block category were being performed.
If progress in modeling for compressible flows is tO be made, it will
_ also _ome through combining a broad experimental effort with developments in
computational techniques and modeling ideas. For compressible flow, however,
• progress is even more difficult to achieve because compressibility introduces
additional complexities, not only in the modeling concepts, but also in the
experiments. The complete concept Of turbulence modeling has three elements:
experiments, intuitive modeling concepts, and the computer Code (see fig. !).
Each element is essential, and the elements are not easily separated.
The process could start with the modeling condept or with the experiments.
Historically, the process began with experimental observations that later led
to modeling concepts. This trend is beginning to change in that model
3
!dOvelopmenL and exp_,r:lmOnt are belng pOrform6d .in paral.]c,] and coordiil:ited
e_forts. Ondd thO modeling aondeptS are established, tl_ co1_puC6r _ocle can be
asSeliibled. 'rh.|.sparticular sequence is Oss_ntia] for compl._[ca_edequation .............
systems beCauSe the modeling conde_L_ can often alter _l_eorder of tl_e equa-
tion system Or metliod of solution. Once tl_OdOde l_as been establJ.shed, _itcan
be compared with and verified by £be experiments, if the experiments provide .,.
enougl_ detail, they Can guide changes in the modeling concepts and the p_ocesg
can be continued unfil the predictive capability of the code is established.
An important aspec_ Of _he computation code development is that it be directed
specifically to the geometry of the experiment and £hat it use exact expe#i-
mental initial conditions so that no doub_ can be cast on the comparative
results.
The Status of modeling for compressible flows ca_ be broadly summarized
as shown in figure 2. For constant pressure flows, that is, flat plates or
b_dies of revolution where the boundary layers are thin and the outer inviscid .....
flow can be described, adequate turbulence models are available and there are
apparently sufficient data to verify theN. Pressure gradients introduce com-
plexities that begin to test our ability to mode] turbulence. For mild
gradients, adjusting the constants in the models that handle constant pressure
flows will usually suffice. For severe pressure gradients, however, models
are not generally available and there is only a limited range of quality data
_o verify models now unde_ development. Turbulence models a_e not yet avail-
abl_ for the case when pressure gradients are s£rong enough to separate the
flow, and _here are only a limited number of quality experiments fo_ ............
verification.
4 4
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, In the c0urse of this presentation, a _oncept of turbulende N6deling for
compressible flows Will be reviewed. This review wi31 provide an up-to-date
Status of the problem and aN assessment Of the progress being made to solve it.
A description of turbulence modeling will be given first, and various modeling
concepts will be introduced. Because turbulence modeling reli_s substantially
on experiment, the next section will define what an adequate experiment is, _
and what the present capabilitles of measurement techniques are. In the fin&l
section, the Status of turbulence modeling for two-dimensional flows wlll be
discussed and examples will be given for attached and separated flow problems.
Ii. MODELING CONCEPTS FOR COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS
Before describing th£ various concepts for the turbulence modeling used
later in describing the status of modeling for compressible flows it is worth _
while to show briefly how they were developed from the basic governing
I
equations. !
A. Governing Equations in Mass-Averaged Variables
The Navier-Stokes equations for a compressible, heat conducting, perfeqt
gas may be written as follows:
Continuity
_P +
a--f_ (puj)= 0 (1)
Momentum
a (pui)+ a a_2_+ a
Energy
8 8 _ui _qJ
_-_ (ph) +_ (ohuj)= _t + uj _ + _iJ _-xj - _ (3)
4
_here tho _tr_ss _el_or T.I j afld the h_a_ fl.t.lx vOctor qj arO _Iven by
4
_i' (5)
The bulk vlscositv k is equal to -2/3 _, where IJ is the dynam_.c viscosity;
tl_e tl_ermal cOnduCtivity is k; _ij is the Kroneck_r delta, equaliflg i whel_ 1
l
i = j and equaling 0 when i # j. A Summation is implied when indices are
t
repeated. !
As is well known, when dealing with flows that are turbulent, the solu-
tion to equations (i) through (3) becomes practical cnly if One employs some
type of averaging_ Following Reynolds, for example, the equations are aver- i
aged over a time that is long compared to the time associated with the predom-
inant frequencies of the turbulence. For compressible flows, however, mass-
weighted averaging is often used, rather than the usual time averaging_
because the compressible form of the equations can be reduced to a form analo-
gous to the incompressible form (see, e.g., ref. 8).
The advantage of mass averaging can be illustrated as follows. In the
usual averaging procedure, velocity is usually written
ui(xi,t) = ui(xi) + u'_(xi,t) (6) !1
" t) The time average of a
where the bar den0tes the time average of ui(x i, .
quantity is obtained from
- i _ to+_t
Q = lira _-_f Q(t)dt (7) -At-_ to ...
Intr6ducing the _on_ept of time averaging Inno th_ con_i_uity aridmomentum
equations, the following _quaLiOns result:
E
I _--_+ _ (_j + o"_1 - o (8)
-- p Ui) +_ ,, = ._t . _xi
" _#- Ouiu _ - 0 uiuj) (9)
-- -- _! t! It II fl_
+_ (_lj - ujo ui
Note that for incompressible flows do = 0 and the equations reduce to _he
familiar incOmpresSible form. However, aside from the usual problem of sup-
plying additional relationships for the mean effects of.turbulence, for
example, "Ouiu_,''" the compressible form of the equations contains fluctuating
density-generated terms such as p"u_. This complexity can be formally avoided
by introducing masS-weighted averaging.
Define the following mass-weighted velocity
ui =_-al/_ (lO)
where the bar denotes the usual time-averaged value and the tilde denotes
mass-weighted averaging. The instantaneous velocity can be written
ui(xi,£) = ui(xi! + uL(xi,t) (Ii)
' is the Superimposed velocity fluctuation. The relation between
where ui
ui and ul is obtained as follows:
i). (xi)-0
or u[(xl)= - /_
Taking the average of equation (ii) and rearranging
_i(xl)- ui(xi)= -ui(xi)
or 5i(xi) - ui(x i) = O"ul(xi)/_
7
.... t
FrOm tl_e deflfi:l.tlon nf ui(x,t) it lo].l,_w.q ghdt
G.l(xI) + u'(xi :_,t) = u:t(xi) + ,,'.'(×.,t").l:
Multipiying by 0 m_d averagifig
_ii(Xi) + Otli(X]) = _U + OUa(Xi)
gut pu'(x i) 0 arid Ou"(x i) can be written (_ + O")u" o"u"= = , so It
fo].low:_tl_at ,-,,
ui(xi) - ui(Xi_ = p"u"/p (12) .
Thus the difference between the mass-weighted and time-aVeraged VelocitJO.s
depends On a density-velocity correlation. Similar relationships exist for
temperature and enthalpy. Later, r_lationShips between various shear stress
and heat flux quantities in mass=weighted and time-averaged systems will be
needed. Without derivation, these are written as follows:
Ou_v t = flU,_V,, p"v" p"U'!
- _ (12a)
p'iV" 0"_ '_ (12b)
pv'h t = Ov"h" -
Substituting mass-averaged variables into equations (i) to (3) yields:
Continuity
(_ui) = 0 (13)
_t
MOment um
_ _ _ - _) (14)
Energy
_ui
_+ _ - _ u_)+ (15)
8
/" Equations (].3)to (15) now have Eliesam_ form as _l_e]amlnar NaV_er_S_okes equa-
tions #xcept _ha_ tl_e_veraged va_iab]es _ppear _llroughout and _he so-called
turbulent Reynolds ,_tresses and l_at fluxes appear. ThO oqua_Im_s arc_ ._Imp]or
_han tliose given wlie_ the usual ttme av_ra_:l._g is in_rodt_r.ed. 'rhe._e e_lUatitm,_ 1
also have _he Same forfu a,_ the i_compresslble time-averaged equatt.on_ except
tha_ _he so-called Reynolds stresses, -ou_u_, include fluc_uation,_ _n density.
This latter fact-does i_deed complicate the process of modeling the tu_bu]ence.
The equal-ions in their averaged form have additional unknowns: the tur-
bulent Reynolds stresses and hea_ fluxes. The problem of reducing the number
of unknowns to equal the number of equations is called the closure problem.
The prOcesS of expresSing the unknowns as transpor_ equag_ons or functions i_
terms of .known quantities is called turbulence modeling.
The governing equations can be supplemented by additional equations for
the turbulent kinetic energy and _he various Reynolds stresses. (9) Following
the development in chapter 2 of reference 9, these may be written as:
Turbulent Kinetic Energy
F ; + _ ~ i + _ , i , 8p + , ik _u'u'
=
(_6)........................
Reynolds S_resses
__ (@uiuj) + Uk(OUiUj ) + (PUiUjUk) m - '
_t _ %-_ -u_ _xi ul _xj
_ik + _ , ,__ _ ,
-- ' - Ouiu k - Oujuk (17)
+ U_ _Xk Ui 8Xk _Xk
Inspection of the eonserw_tion equations shows that the number of unknown_
exceeds the number of equations. Thus, the next step in arriving a_ a closed
'....T ........l r I ' ......li I L
; set o_ equa_:lon,_ wl.].l b_' to iildd_l cortaJn o_ l:l,_, Lei'm'_, 'l'h_s (','Jn.b_, ,u,..c:om..-
pl.iSllOd J[_ 1)rog¢/'-ss:[w'.ly morL, complex stc,ps l.n Iihu _;lnl_, ill/lllll(!l" ;i.'.; [i)l 7 Jlll:Olll-
prossi.b] o flows,
L
B. _blode]ing Concepts
], All Al_c, bra_,c Closure Model
A strai.ghtforwai:d technique that has rec(,iw,d lllL|('h _lttc, ntJon and vt'l:iti- --.,
cation for a broad range of bou_dary-].ayer []ows is to exprt,ss the turbulent
shear stress and heat flux in terms of the mean f]qw variables. .BousiIlcsq's
eddy _ziscosity concept is introduced. Define the turbulent Reynolds stress
tensor a_
-- I I
Ri. =-pu.u.J ......................1 3 ........
then let
-
Rij = C_a.-_j+ _xi (18)
[ where C ,is considered a scalar quantity referred to as the eddy viscosity
because equation (18) now has the same form as tile laminar stress tensor, T:i.i.
The problem of modeling is now reduced to one of describing the behavior of
the eddy viscosity in terms of the mean flow variables, Several techniques
for accomplishing this when the flow__is _compressib]..e are described below.
Essentially they are extensions of techniques used for incompressible flows.
A successful model was developed by Cebeci and Smith. It uses Prandtl's
mixing-].ength hypothesis (i.e., C = _2[(_i/axj)-+ (_j/_xi)]) in the inner
region with Clauser'S eddy viscosity in the outer region te arrive at a two-
layer mode],. (9) Also, in order to appropriately model the region of the sub-
layer and the inner log-law 2eglon, va_ Driest's dampin}_ function is
i0 ..........................................
: t
t
intr0due_d. The model has be0z_ suddessfully app&led to many compr_sslble
equil_brlum turbulent bOundary.layer flows.
i_ner region
i
elnner _(kyD) 2 --+ _uj_
Outer region "';
_outer = 0.0168 _e_eOk*/l + 5.5(y/6) 6 (20)
whe re
D = [i - exp(- y/A)] (21)
and
A = A+U(Tw/_r )I/2 (2_)
and
__YedgeOk* = (i - u/ue)dy (23)
_O
Following MorkOvin's hypothesis that compressibility does not affect the
description of the length scales, the constants in equations (19) to (23) are
given values derived for use in incompressible flows. In equation (22), A+
contains a reference density which the Originators assume to be the local den-
sity across the sublayer and in mos_ applications the wall density is used _o
represen_ this reference value. The value of A_ can be adjusted to account
for pressure gradient and mass transfer at a wall in the same way as for
incompressible flowS. (See chapter 6 Of ref. 9 for a discusslon and Suitable
derivation of eq. (22) tot compressible flows.) Hereafter, this model with
A+ = 26 will be referred_to as the_baseline turbulence mod_l.
P
11
I
i
For _].ows with e_li_peosSil_i]lCy _._ is el.sO requ.lrod cl_nf tilt, _u_eegy equa-
4
tion Ise sO.l.ved. To eXi_reSs Cho turl_ulent bent ¢1u× aft 6ddy _t_ndu_Civi_y Is
llltroduced ;._d a _url_Uion[ Prandtl number i_ ferreted
pr t = C-i- (24)
Ch !EXpressloi_g for the _urbuZent PrandtI number have been developed fc, r boundalfy-
layer app]IcatiOfls. (See, e.g., chapter 6 o_ ref. 9.) "'
2. An Al_ebraic Closure Mode] with Relaxation
The baselin_ turbulence model is not always successful. For equilibrium
turbulent flows with mild wall pressure gradient, modifications to A+ Will
usually result in adequate predictions, but for flows With rather severe pres-
sure gradientS, such as those ahead of separation where the flow is not in
turbulent equilibrium, modificetions Co the model are required. Recently,
several _tudies have shown limited improvements for these situations can be
obtained by introducing the concept of relaxation, See, for example, refer-
ences i0 and 13. An additional differentia] equation for eddy viscosity has
been written as
de c - eeq
-- = (25)dx L
where L is some relaxation length and Ceq is the eddy viscosity given by
the usual prescription, for _xample, equations (i'_)to (23). Some auth6rs
hav_ applied the relaxation concept to th_ outer eddy viscosity only, arguing
that the smalle_ eddies in an inner region st_ould be able _o ad_us_ immediately
to changes in the mean flow. (I0'II) Another author applied _he cond@pt across
the _ntire boundary layer. (12) In _ItheP case, th_ relaxation concept is
introduced to adcount for the exp@rimentally observed fact that turbulence
12 j
i
CannOt _djust in_tai_taneous].y to _hanges in _h_ mean flOW. HOwever, tlils
particular relaXatiOn concept has not b_e_ successfully g_l_eralized and t]ie
relaxation lengtl_ s_a]e, L, usually eXpressed in terms Of bOundary-layer
thidknesses, i_ not universal.. ]_xamples employing this doncept wi]] be shown
later. Hereafter this model will be referred to as the rel_xation mq.d_!.
3. A Single Transporot Equation Model
A more Straightforward approach to modeling for nonequilibrium turbulent
flows is tO introduce the transport equations for Reynolds stresSeS. The
approach is much more complicated than for incompressible flow, however,
because ter1_ involving compressibility must also be modeled. Little experi-
mental _vidence is available to help in this latter process. To illustrate
the problem, the developmen_ of _hese additional modeled terms for the one-
equation model derived in reference 13 is briefly described. The eddy vis-
cosity in this application is formed from the product of an algebraic length _
scale, expressed in terms of a turbulent Reynolds number, and a velocity
formed from a solution of the turbulen£ kinetic energy equation. The method
is an extension of Glushko's incompressible model. (I_)
A more general Scalar eddy_vlscoslty relationship, described by Hinze, (i5)
wherein the average turbulence pressure is extrat_ed from _he stresses, can be
written for the turbulen_ stresses.
where
1 ' ' (26a)
=" , ului ....
13
Ill[ i:o_lic:l.l_l.', ,.'(lU:il]l(hl (Ci"_a) ll_t:_l equ, it l(in (l _) aud "cC.';[l'ucl:.lil'liD; l.llt, Lel'llis
:iliV,_ I v I.ng ve.l.(_c.Lt y-p l'e;_ Sill_{ _ gl',_ld'hCi'li:, and ve l <)("I [y-:;llt,aP sl/i-e,_,<_ t,.01:'i't, ] ;iI;;l onH,
llh(" f(>i Iow:liig Ltlrl)ll] t,iiF I<tliol; ic_. Ol_c,irgy 6qua[Jell IS ol)talne(l:
•, ',_.__).. - .... <1_ 3 p u_<k - 'J .....
-_t (rib + _,,<](_,,jT) : -_u]_ _k _< 77i _""P)_
,, <>,,j
+ p_-+_;--u'._ -', c_7)z ik Ik 3xk _,.xk
The turbuleht kinetic energy equation in the masS_weigllted averaged system has
the same fo1_m as ti_e incompressible e.quation but the problem of modeling the
terms on the right-hand Side of equation (27) differs from the. incoNpressJ.bl_
approach because extra pressure velocity correlations and molecular-shear and
!
Velocity correlations are introduced through the mass-weighted averaging
process. (See ref, 13 for a complete discussion,) To exemplify this, con-
#
sider the pressure_velocity correlations. Substituting p = p + p" into
those, terms results in the followillg group of terms
_ _u.' _u'.
---- 1 I
_ -- - "-_%'--(nip) - _i ulp" + p _ +PV = 8xi p" --_xi (28)
Both u[ and its d6rivative are zero _or an incompressible flow and only the1
second term on the right-hand side reniains; it is usually grouped with the
se(:ond term on the fight-hand side .,f equation (27) and modeled in terms of a
gradient of k. (See ¢.hapter 5 of ref. 9.) The choice for compvessible flow
is either to assume tha_ these remaining correlations are negligible o9 tO
model th@m in such a way that they tfind t6 Zel;o when tNe flow ks incompres-
sible. Following the procedure Of reference 13, rewrite equation (28) as
p-_+ .3__,,_p,,= __ ____.+ p,, _u
14
/" Equations for ..-Tuihave been ohtai1_ed for two eases: o_e based oi_ _he _ssump-
tion of constant total temperaLure within an eddy and the other baaed on the'
assumption that the state variables in an eddy behave in a polytropic fashion.
in either ease, generality is maln_ained by assuming that pressure fluctuations
can be expressed in terms of density and temperature fluctuations. Assuming
that the gas behaves in a polytropic manner, then ---
p_' n T '
= n-=- = " -_- (29)
0 n- I T
where n is the polytropic coefflclen£ and terms of Second Order are
neglected. Using this expression to relate preSSure and temperature, Rubesin
arrived at the following equatlons
and
2
I ui2p"-- = _ (31)
_xi a2 _2 _xj
where a is a Speed of sound and _ is a coefficient also containing the i
polytrople exponent. Thus, it is possible to arrive at expressiOns for the
additional correlation terms introduced by compressibility, but they must also
be modeled through the introduction of values for n and _. The appropriate-
ness of the values suggested by Rubesln, however, has not yet been demon-
strated. Experimental measurements of the terms are not available, and the
model is only now being tested extensively against experiment.
The complete equations describing the one-equatlon model are given by
equations (75) through (91) Of reference 13; they will not be repeated here.
Examples shown later refer to this as the l-equationmodel.
15
4. A Two I'ci!.!ntl.m_ Model
A more ge,_Oral:[_ed mode] ann l_e d¢_ve].olIDd by fornllng an eddy v.lseosity
frol_i a ve]ocl_l;y arid 1.c_,iil_lih.scale thall :lrf_ both describdd by trallSllorl; equa-
tioi_s. Pot'exaNpl_, tl_eprev:lous one-equation mad_l cou]d be geneta]ized to a
two-equation n_odel by provi4ing one additional transport 6quaCion for th_
! length scale as origina.lly proposed [syRotta. (16)
i Another approach that is receiving close attention now and for which some
i resu]ts will be presented later is the tWo-equat±on mode] reoently developed
i by Wilcox (17) for the boundary-layer approximationS to the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. This model uses an energy equation and a dissipation-rate equation
that is a modified form of Saffman's pseudo-vorticity equation. Compressibil-
ity has been introduced through mass-weighted averaging as described pre-
viously. The modeled £orm of the equations developed in reference 77 are i
(32)
and
E_t _ = - B + 2o m
[( L VI__J+_. _+o._._t7_/ _
wheYe the. t_rm containing _* is an additional term that includes the dilata-
tion of the mean flow due Eo compres,;ibility and wheffe the eddy diffUsivity
(@In) i_
In their latest interpretation, Wilcox ai_dTracy identify k with
9/4 _-,-2,rather' than the turbulent kinetic energy. Thus, inhereut in their
16
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pmodel interp_etatlon is _1%_a:'sui_ti_cion_i_at ((u'>);'((w';)i'; {v'>)2 _-4:3:2.
The examples to be presento,1 +,lL(,r x.,l.l,! I_Jndl_. the _tddltirJt,,3] .",_inlre._;:_lbl< •
modeling terms _ _+tt(l m by ch(:'oi_!i01-, zur,, t?ol+ both _tl(l If,us r,.,.Itlc'li_g rh_. cq,l,l.
tion+ tO thcl.r form that is usual.ly _+::,+,++'Lttc.d with jncotl,pr¢+-.++::|l,]e flew. l'l..u._:,
compressibility is accounted for (m.;<_ t;hr,mgl_ ;i.nLr{+du¢l:IOrt 615 lhc t_t__.at%den+'+ity,
Examples __._r_r,_ Per tO th Li .mjLd.e.l+as._t...he. Wj.__Ic_._Jp!-l'raC.'7._j? !_.dq_]. ,b_.
5. A Complete Reynolds S_++ess_ Mo_I_+_.,_l
I.P +,.Appli+ationS oi the modeled fo+m of the r,tl].eynold.+;stres+ equatio"m
have also been attempted for con.prei_sibleflf+w_. See _or e_'+af+_p]er fercw'++ ]8
where Donaldson's inv_riant modeling id(-:asa+e applied I+Oa compres_+.+h]et]ov,.
Donaldson's approach has been-(ere+ring focused attention recent+ly J<.r
boundarN-layer flows and some ex_mp]!es are presented latoJ. Kather than
employing mass-weighted variutbles.,t.his approach begins wi_h the compJ.et_:
time-averaged Navier-S_okes eqt,at+ons and closure is accomplished by mode]ing
the third- and fourth-order correlations _.n terfl_sof the mean vari.a+.l_..__:+nf
second-order correJations according to the pritii!_J.eSof :i.nvariantmudr,]ing.
For the ._ake of bre,,ity, the equa,tJ(ms and the madt_led t+'rmswill tootb@ given
since they Comprise a set of ].2equations and ]l unknowns. '['he_eader io
referred to references 79 and ;_'_+.;_a disCussi_'m and formal repre_;er,tattoti ol
the equations. For the e+--_a.+_plesto be g+ven ]at,r, all the m_(lelJng constaat.s
wt>re takdn from refereflc+ ]q and we+:c hot adjust'ed. ]',a"C_t_L tl;i._rood,el 'J("
r(+,ferredt.o a:: the ARAP ]_o_dl.
l_T. EXPERfMEN].':_FnP.TURBULENCE M,,nE',':":
Turbu]ance mo+!(:+l.in,q is Ite,_ristic by ;:at" e ,,_,+ ihe,ofn,,'e _' ,, c:.t""
sive o":i_r+,+"utald;,_a for guidance +-:ndwq-+l:+, tlon. t."lie +h,re Is +_rat_
"I7
L:..;tlenslv_, data I,asc I:o :;upp_,lt modOIlup, for- InComl)r(_:;t;Ibl_ , f]ii_.1i;i I:IL(, d;_tLa
q
base for suppol_t in_,, comptes:_ibl¢, Il.ow moth, ling I,_; riltlw.r small. 0.1!_ r_.(,,llt Iv
hils th(_r,;, I>e(,t_ ,I conc_.rted ,']tten_l_t to r_,ct.ify tl)i,_ [mb,'tl;mc_,0 (?1) A :;iI,:_ili -
caflt (.onLlf.ibut()r tO thiS ratF_,r ulifoFtul'l;ite in_balaflce ls th(' dill i_'_Llty ,_f
measurement: when Math number must be considered. ]ii this SL!Ctj.OII /}l('(:_t_ln,'J)l._
of experimei_ts to support modeling will be discussed, t.he status of meas,u't_--
ment techniques will be descrihed, and an experimental foundation for develop-
ing a model. £hdt Will be useful for computing two-dimensional flow [lelds will
be proposed.
A. Elements of Experiments Supporting Modeling
Figure 3 ShoWs the Mach-Reynolds number domain for aerospace vehicle,_ anti
it gives an indication of the range of conditions over which adequate turbu-
lence modeling must be provided if the concept of numerical simulations of
flow fields over complete aircraft is to become a reality. The upper limit on
Reynolds number based on vehicle length (22) is shown as well as the upper
limit based on a typical wing chord, Mach number varies hetween subsonic and
hypersonic, encompassing the range encountered by commercial passenger
Vehicles and NASA's space shuttle uehicle. Experiments that verify and guide
the modeling p_ocess will have to be performed over this range of conditions.
Experiments that support the mod_ling process can be classified according
to the type of ¢lo,sure proposed. Bradshaw (23_ broadly class:i fled these
closures as flrs£ and higher'order. First-order closures correspond to
cl,osures where second-order correlatiofis like the Reynolds stresses are
expressed in terms of first-order correlations like the mean ve]oc:[ty, nam_ly,
al,p,ebraic mixing length or eddy viscosity formulations. I]Jgher-order cl_s_r_.:-',
]_8

fflOasuremO1_t, completO d¢_cumont-atlon For fut,rt_ ¢ofer_l_ce, mid lfhc_ _,]J.mtn,'.ltton
of three-dimenston;il uf_cOr_atntl.eg hy, for exat_pl.e, tOst.l.nt, axtsymmit_'le
configut_at IOns.
As _hntioned previously, there are f_w _xperJ.fi_efi[g suitc, d to gutde and .....
verify turbulence modeling for compr_ssihle flows. Figure a compares the
dol_air_ of aVailable experiments that can be used to test modeling concept:_
wit.h that for vehicles. The shaded area repeesents the don_ain where partially
documented experiments were performed for flows where zero- or mild-pressure
gradients were impressed on the flow. Referefiee 25 p_esenfis a table summariz-
ing most of these experiments and their measurements. In almost all cases,
the experiments Were performed at low Reynolds numbers and their decuYtentation
was incomplete; that is, some experiments measured on.ly a single .-uantity and
no single experiment was complete, at least not. ir,uofar as it, dding all the
eiements listed in table II is concerned.. It has been _.itficult for analysts ,i
1
i
to use these experiments to predict confidentl_ _he creflds in Reynolds numbers
for actual flight conditionS; nevertheless, there, appear to be sufficient data
of the verification variety to make definite conclusionsregarding the ability
to model turbulence for attached flow.boundary la_ers nea_ equilibrium as will
be shown subsequently.
Th_ unshaded area ifi figure 4 represents the domain of more recent experi-
ment8 where shOck-induced separation t._asgtudied and where specific attempts
to document the complete flow fiOld features, includifig the turbu]ent fluctua-
_iofis and their correlations, have been made or ace under way. These latter
experiments and companion computations, which together are being used to
establish adequate turbulence models, are discussed later.
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aecompl:l shdd _.:q_CrLn'_efital 1_/ i.n c()nil)rosslhl__ fl t_ws who',re 1,1_ d l r[l.c._l ; l:,.,:l
envi¢o_mO[it', of high ReynoJdh fiulN-,el':; and high Macli numbee.q is p)",.,:-;_]IL Iilli!:t !(:
address(,d. Over tl_ ].,_r s,.,*._i,¢:ll VearS, ;I cn'.l,":l,ll'ralil,, am(,ul_t f i,,::tr,_m,,n,
1
devclopment has been undertaken tha5 ;.etldS to re;d,',- _::'!.,.ctatiOns ,q_timi;;f.,
_n this regard. ,,.,.
B. Status of MeaSuremefit Technlque,,_
i. Mean Fiow Measurements
Mea,_ flow meaSurements of _he _ype requirc,i for ve.,-i::.i,'ation e:.:p,,rin:ent::;
will not be discussed in detni!, It suffi,.:es to say that in m_,st instat:ce:
means are at hand .to men, Sure mean--f]ow quan_.ft, ies .'.;uCh as ve].o_-it\,, pressur,,
and temperature, and wall value,._of heat transf_-.r. It is worth mentJon]_,g,
however, a recent development :i.n the technique for measuring skit_ ,:ric.tion
which heretcf(,re has been difficult in cases where pres._ure gra_l_ent_ are
applied.
Ludweig'_ concept of ineasur.!ngsurface sh_.,'_rwith a heated surface e].e-
ment has been reintrodu<ed recently by RubeS]p et a].(">6) for u,_,ein '-ompr,_,s-
sible flows with rather sever, pressure g_,adients. By imb_:ddJng :,ma]l dimr-
e£er wires (i ml].) in a low ctmdu_-tivity materia], contoured to the: shape ot
the model surface, it has be_n poss:i.bl__O obtain reaSom,bly a',:curatemea,'.ate,.
ments of surface shear. These gages have the distinct advantage of being
small iN Size, insensitive to pressure gradient.-,and they can be us_:dwheth_ar
the flow _a Laminar or _urT._l_nt. A d_sadvant ge is tlla_ they >_J_t be ca]._-.
brated over a rm,,i,c of al,propr/ ,"," conditior n sJtu, bu_ ,, lar _-his h;t: t._,t
been a major: OrobJem. Ex._,,pJe_ c,_ ..,,, h m_.,_..___ur_.ments wiil be g_von 1.ac_,r.
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2, Sh6ar ,qlres8 Meh._urolll6r_t,_
II_ _ld¢l I tl on go mD.an-_low moasrirc_lileill;'_ .qh_;i_ _ qr r__,q di ,_t'rll)ur I(_fi:_ wl 11. 1St,
required for firflt-order modoll.iig _2xparim_nts, F_r z¢_l_o i)l*i_q_;lllTe Friend:Icier
bOundary-layer flows at qup0r,mnlc sl)o.eds, m(-)mell/iiil|-ba] glllC!e ti,chn [qlles 1|SJ.|lg
I
: mO.aii flOW--field data have bran tlg_d successfully to extract the Ill,'l},'llitlld(.! and
distribution of the. shear Stress• Using this eechnlque, Sandborn w;is ,'lb]e to
_hOw tliat the appropriateiy _iormallzed shear stress was essentially Indepen-
dent of Maeh number and Reynolds number i[_ the supersonic speed regime to
M _ 7. (27) The results a_e Shown in figure 5 taken from reference 27. The
shaded region represents the distributions from_f4 different experiments
covering Mach numbers between 2 and 7 and Reynolds numbers, based, on momentum
thickness, between 2,500 and 12,000. At higher Mach numbers the picture is
not so clear, but this may be a direct result of the fact that most of the
higher Mach number data Were taken on nozzle walls where the boundary layer
cb had undergone distortion by severe pressure gradients in the throat regions.
Any proposed turbulence model for zero pressure gradient flows should be able
to predict the normalized shear distribution in figure 5. Another important
contribution of this universal shear distribution is that it can also be used
as a standard against which other direct measurenlent techniques can be tested,
as will be shown subsequently.
Unfortunately, when pressure gradients are imposed on th_ boundary ]ayefs,
fnomentum-balance techniques that employ mean proflle measurements are usua_.].y
not satisfactory for evaluating the magnitude of £he shear stresses, This is
particularly tr,ie when gradients that l_,ad to separation are imposed because
the shear strcsses comprise only a small par_ of the overall momeatum balance;
unfortunately, the ghOnr stPesses are the important stresses that determine
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the evengual _tate of tl]eflow field. ThereforO, methods for measuring tile
shear sLre_ses directly muse b6 dovelopod, ll_t-w_re anomomOters and laser
VelOCimetres leave reoently b#en used for this purpose at_d it is Imi_orgafitto
briefly r_v:l.ev_lieir applications and l_mltat:ions.
Two ndJor problems arise wllen employing hog-wire anemometers in Compres-
sible flows wliOre higl_ R_ynolds _umbers and Macl_ numbers are present. The "'
first of these is the prattical probl_m of wire durabi!ity. The SeCond and
ObviOuSly most important is the measurement interpretation.
Mikull_ and Horseman (18) and Subsequently Mateer a_d Brosh (29) developed
"backed" wire probes that successfully eliminated the problems associated with
wire durability. Sketches of the two probes taken frum these references are
shown in figures 6 and 7. The dual-wire wedge probe and the separate cross-
wire wedge probe were used to obtain measurements of mass flow and vertical
velocity fluctuation, an_ their correlation. The triple-wire probe was used ....
to obtain the correlation of total temperature and vertical velocity fluctuan
tions. The dual-wire probes were operated with constant temperature anemometer
systems; the normal wire of the triple-wire probe was operated with a constant
current system. Frequency response was__onsidered adequate (50 kHz)
Backing the wires in this manner eliminated wire breakag_ and Strain
gaging problems; it permitted operation of c_,:_ss-wiresat high overheats with-
Out Causing sag and maintained the wires at 45_ angles So that vertical veloc-
ity fluctuations could readily be obtained when th& probe Was positioned in a
plane normal to the w_ll. The main disadvantage of these backed wireg wa_ the
possibility of _ea_ conduction betwe@n the wires through the backing ma£erlal;
' suc_ conduction COuld affect the mass-flOw sensitivity calibration. F6r t_e
high Mach number applications of Mikul]a and Horstman, (28) _6nduction between
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l.b,ew_r,,,'_wd:; :_LLffi_'l_'nito prc_:]..dua ._.:_m_:llIvil;y_.:iIbraLi,m durlnl,_st-.d,,,-
,_ll;ltO O[_Ol7;llJ(_l] be_';ll|:;q' th_' _q[i'O._i WOl'(! c_pt,r;/tud at [_,nlp/,F.'ll_Llre..g HI.girl fl,:,.mt ly
I_il'.hO_? rh:_. tl,_. tt_:-',t. (ol;tl l_,mpor:l('tlre (1501-)°R). Mtlc,ill:, ,,rM tI_,r_;/:m:_n w_.rr.,
]IOWE'VO-I'_ _lb It' L(' jllll,l" l_}lO FIOll_ I ['/j I'y Ca] _bl';lt [ _11 by (>p,.r;_l-illg I. Ii_, ba,'k,,_l
W[ITe ill _l ]_llOWli b()l|l)(lllFy-iaS,_2r f].ow pr_vJoll'_y i11c.,a.qurt.d._q[th ,qll tlllb_lekt!d 1_o17111;t1
wilr', [_v r_].;_tinl,. []_eir prc:viousiy mea_ur(_d mas,4-flow fluctuations; to I[_e
\,o]ta_,o oti[.pul. [_.oln the dual wire_ they. could infer the_ sensJtivit.f c,_c. fl[-
_ients. l,'ortui_atelyth_ probe of Mateer and Br.osh(29) was..oper,'ttedat a ]ower
temperature a.d was noc affected by this problem; consequently, ti.c,,wert, able
to calibrate directly.
Extracting turbulence information from hot wires ope,rated in comprt,,qsibl.__,
flows can be accomiMA.shed in.a straightforward manner. However, cr,rtain
assu:'tptionsar(_ .ia_herentin the process and they require some e::planati,,n.
Following Morkov:in,(30) the expression for wire voltage f]ucttaatiovs is v_ritten
E" (pu)", S - (v")+ S(_t"- S(_) p----_ .. (¢)p p--_-- ) ('J't") (34)
where S( ) represents the wire sensitivity to taass flux (_,u),wire orienta-
tion angle ('i'),and total t_,.mpe,.rature(_.'t)apd the double prime refers to a
time varying quantity. The plus or minus sign ahead of the second term is
determined by _.hesign. conventien chosen for the vertical v_locitv. Morkovin
showed that equation (34) was restricted to wire operation such that M, sin i,
was greater than 1.2, a range where the sensitiv.ity of wire,_;t_,dunsitv and
velocity changes w_,v,,equiv.,le,t and couJ.d be ¢o,,b:_nedinto a single :_o_sitiv- i
ity S(_-_).
More r_,_'m_t:ly,;_,'_tudy(31)simil;_r-to Morkovin's but Jnc']udlnt more w:ir_,
• Vca.[:ibr:_tJ(,_ dal:_, _-ll(:)_...c:dth;,_" equati,m (3A) is a.l.so w_]:[d at ]_._w.r ,lac-h
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itulilbors provided tl_e wire t_verl_o:.lt, [,t-wr = (Tw - ;l?r)/Tr] , arid wire Reynolds
nunibOr, Re t, were ahoy0 0.5 and 50, _,_spectively. 'i_h0eofl_.].ugtongof the
s_udy wer_ I_asOd On calculations of the.sc._mit._v[tiesobta[1_Od fro_ the corre=
latiofl._of w_re dais by Berl%_fls(B2) and corroborated by coml,ariso_.qwith ._en-
sitivity data f_ofl_normal wire-s obtained by Rose and McDaid.(3_) Examples of
tl_e results, given in figures 8 and 9, substantiate the conclusion tliat equa- .,_.
tion (34) is also valid at lower Mach numbers provided the restrictions men-
tioned above are met.
Modal analysis techniques similar to those proposed by Morkovin (30) for
a normal wire can be used to solve equation (34) for the fluctuatimg qua_nnti-
ties because the senSitivitieS are known functions of wire temperature that I
I
I
I.
! are obtained by Suitable calibrations. Squaring equation (34) and time aver-
I -
aging yields a set of _quat.ions with six unknownS, the three fluctuating time-
averaged Variables and their cross products, Conceptually, a solution is ii i
I
I_' possible if the wire is operated at a minimum of six overheats. However, to
obtain accurate values of the slx unknowns extremely accurate values of Che
sensitivity coefficients and fluctuating voltages must be obtained. To
increase the accuracy of the procesS a normal wire can be ,._ed to obtain
(0u)" and Tt" and their correlation indep_,_d_ntly a,,d the yawed wire
results only used to obtain the r_maining unknownS. Rose used this technique
to Sor_ Out the fluctuating quantitieS and their correlations in a turbulent
supersonic boundary layer in the presence of an adverse pressure gradient, (B_)
In Rose's case, this process was made easier since the terms involving Tt"
and its correl,ition with v" _were of smaller order than the remaining terms.
An alternat.e t_chnique can be employed Chat do_s not depend on wire operation
at a large number of Overheats. For obtaining information on the fludtuatipg
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iI mn:-_n flow ;rod v('lqliea] vc,l.oeity and l:hetr eorr,,lnt!on, l.h. wlr_,.q may he opnr-
: at._d nt high _qiough t:empot_atur_e:_ so that they aru mm._lt]vo flinll_]y !:o mass-
flow fluettLal'|OllS, S(_) >> S(_;-t- . Convu_rsely, they may 15(, opet'_Jl:ed at low: ) -
! teiiq_c,raturc,s whuro they af.e Son,_i[iv_,mainly to tel11_eratur_fluctuations
S(,_t) >> S(]_). ('17helatter application is difficult to achieve [.l_practice
With "backed Wires" opef'ated at coi_stmt temperature so they are usually
operated at constant current.)
Consideration must now be g_,ven to how shear stresses might be obtained
with hot wires. Provided S(_) >> S(_t) , adding and subtracting the signals
from a dual-backed wire and time averaging will provide data on the. root-mean
square.values, ((pu)") and <(v)"), and the correlation R(pu).,v,, The
measurements then ca_ be used to give
_, (0u)"v_'= R(_[ <Ou)" )][<(v")>] (35)
t,, Usually an independent measurement of ((pu)"> is obtained by operating a
_: single normal backed wire in the same flow.
Expanding the left-hand side of equation (35),
(pu)"v". = _ + _0"v" (36)
Introducing the polytr.apic gas law and neglecting higher-order correlations
such as I_"T"/pT .¢.Q.n!paredto P"/O and T"/T, the following equation may be
written
O"V'--= _ T"v"
= n _ n - i T (37)
Equation (37) can be w_itten in term_ of t_otai temperature by introducing the
perfect gag energy uquation.
p"V" n ] _ _. ,"
n ---=--.... (38)f_ n .l. T' c
P
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_ Substltutl1_g equation (38) into e_uatlon (36) results in
\
n- i (a9)
Recalling that tileshear stress of interest in the governing equations in
section ii was written in mass-averaged variables, the additional rela¢ion-
sl_ip is required: .._,
OuVv v = __ O"u" _"V" (40)
In many in_tance_ the Second term on th_ rlght-hand side of equat_ou (40) can
[
be assumed negligible compared to the first term. Equations (39)and (40)
show how shear stresses can be obtained from hot-wire measurements of (pu);'-v"
and Tti_v'_. The latter correlation may be obtained by operating a normal wlre
at low overheat such that S(T-_) >> S(_u) with a constant current system
along with a yawed probe operated at high overheat where S(_) >> S(T-_).
I The triple probe (28) mentioned previously waS operated in this manner. Addi-
i tional manipulation of equation (39) to eliminate the temp.erature-velocity
correlation in favor of the introduction of a turbulent Prandtl number can
also be accomplished. Following the derivation in reference 35 the following
is Obcalned.
- - (o,.,)"v
i v . I M2 Cp _(d_/dy)J (41)= 1 + n i Prt
Expression (41) has been employed for both adiabatic and flOnadiabatic
wall temperature flows under the assumption of isobaric turbulence (n = O) and
for Prt = 0.9. Use of this expression do&s not require a measurement of
temperature-veloclty correl_tions. In reference 35, a comparison of 0u"v"
, with similar data using measured temperature velocity correlations Showed
excellent agreement. In all applications of hot-wire measurements to obtain
I
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_heat _ .qllre'sn t;he polytr0p]c expOilOnt:, n mu:_t l_ assum6d. 1,'ol"t,.lat_.,l),
Kistle_'s moasuremont_s 0£ ad:i._batlc hounda_;y ]nyer;- to Mac:ll N.mher 5 ..;llowt, d
that the tsoba_i0, f'elat|onslYip for turbulent eddies is adequate: aL1d sn u = _I
is appro[_rii_te. No information on the exponent, n, is awlJ]ab]e _lhov¢_tI_i_
Mach number, however.
........ In principle, tile laser velocimetcr does not depend on the ass_|mptJons
relating density and velocity fluctuations to temperature and velocity fluc-
tuations. By intersecting two coherent light.,beams in a small volume within a
flow field a precisely known interference fringe pattern is established in a
plane perpendicular to their bisection. Any particle passing across the pat-
tern slternately emits light .that can be picked up With a photo sensor. Given
the known distance between fringe_ and the tir_e duration of the.light pulse,
the velocity of the particle may be measured. Provided the particle dynamics
within the flow field are understood, a flow velocity may be obtained directly
with this instrument. The technique als6 has the advantage of being nonintru-
sive. The problems of measurement interpretation should not be overlooke_d,
however. Particle seeding techniques and measurement biasing toward higher
velocities are but two of n_any problems encountered in the application of this i
inst2ument. It is not within the scope of this paper _o discuss tiaese prob-
i
len_ so Jt suffices to mention that problems do exist and that they are being
J
studied. However, recent applications where alternate means of measurement
are availabi6 suggest these problems are not significantly infiuencJng the
results in many applications. See for example, reference 36 _¢here favorable
comparisons between hOt-wire measureN@nts arid laser velocimete_. _ measurements
are ::how0.
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Turbulent sl%earstress may be Obtained in a manner analogous to that f_r
slanted hot wires. (27) Tlie optical axis of the ve]Ooimeter is rotated s_ that
the fringes of one paiP of crossing beams are oriented ag a +45 ° angle t-o _he
flow direction. Th_ velocimeter will measure a ve].ocity (assume v = 01
f
V1 = [(u + u") - V"] i__ (41a)
Rotating the axis to -456 , the velocity measured is
v2 = (u + u" + v") I (41b)
The mean values of vI and v2 ar_
N M
vii Z v2j
_i " i=l and _2 = J=l
_ = N M (42)
Where N and M are the total number ofdiscrete velocity measurements. The
varianceS become
N M
( ii- )2 (vej- )2
O12 = iel .....- and °22 j=lN 1 = M - 1 (43)
Squaring and taking the difference of equations (41), multiplying by
results in
_ _ = _ (022 - _12) (441
I Recall that '!
" ]
;' and theref6re shear measurements wi_N the laser velocime_er neglects the triple
CorrelatiOn. The shear stress in the mass-averaged variables must be obtained
from equation (40).
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Figure [0 shows the results fl:nn) sevOra] (:xp(,r.[men£s wh(,re _;h(_;ir,(-;tr,,._;-;
|rle+aSure.mefltsw_l'e n_fldo ;_Icross ttll?l_)u[t:int_ bt-'jtlnd;ll-y ]ayO]_S +++]itl'_f)ll| _ p]+(':_Hll]'t_.
grad{eatS, Tile bour_dary-].ayel:-edgd biach nun_ber in t:l,eso e×per.iiimnt._ rafi;9:.d
frol_ gubson_c through hypers(mic. The solid l:Jne Jndic;-i[._s th(, e>:p(,r:ted
variation of the uordmlized total shear _tregs that- was shown i.i_ figure 5 and
wl%J.ch is independent of edge blach number. The. measurements, obtaln_:d with
hot-wire and hot'film anemometegs and a laser velocimeter, sl%ow tlie variation
of the turbulent component of shear stress. Except for the decreases near the
wall (y/6 < 0._), due mainly to the relatively large probe size and not the
difference between the total and turbulent magnitudes of shear nor the neglect
of triple correlations, the data agree reasonably well with the expected
trends in shear distribution. Work is in progress to resolve the differences
near the wall and some success had been achieved. For example, use of a
split-film anemometer minimizes the probe scale effects and suppresses the
decrease to a location much nearer the Wall.(38) From__uch data, mixing
lengths or eddy viscosities in the outer regions of a turbulent boundary layer
can be determined for Use Jn E_rst-order modeling concepts.
3. Fluctuating Flow-Field MeaSurements
Higher order modeling experiments require measurements of the individual
fluctuating flow variables such as (u">, {v">, (w">, and <T"} and perhaps
their spatial_derivatives. As discussed in the previous section, velocity
components may be r_easu_ed directly by the laser velocimeter and under certain
9es:trietions By thc hot-wire anemometer. The restrictions on the latter device
involve the choice of polytroplc coeffic.ient, n, to obtain streamwise velocity
fluctuations <u") and not on (v"} O# <w"), which may be obtained directly
from a backed wedge prob_ if S(_) >> S(Tt) "
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CliOice of tI_ isobar$c value, n = o, _nvolved i_ mos_ ins_a_e_ to
obtain <u">, :is substantiated at M = 3,(36) and can be ififerred _r_m
i
Kis_ler's measurements _o M * _. Temperature fluctuations may be obtained
With the hot-wire anemometer. An e×ample of fluctuating flow data obtai_e,_ in
a high subsonic boundary layer is shown in figure ii. (TheSe data Were
obtained with hot-wire and backed hot-Wire anemometers.) The solid line_ are --_.
the usual ratios of 4:3:2 for (<u'))2:((w'>)2:(<v'>)2 in incompressible
flows. The measurements of the individual velocity components agree With the
incompressible data. Density fluctuations at these relatively low Mach num_
bers are small compared to the velocity fluctuations, Other examples of mea _
surements of individual fluctuating flow quantities at supersonic and hyper-
sonic spegds were reviewed in reference 27. It does appear that reasonably
accurate measurements of the fluctuatin_ flow variables in Compressible flows
can be achieved. _
I
C. Experiments Supporting Turbulence Modeling Development
in Two-Dimensional Flows
In order to illustra_e how the experimental foundation for turbulence
modeling might be established, it is helpful to focus on a particular problem.
Consider the example of transonic flow _bout an airfoil as Sketched on the top
of figure 12. Three characteristic regions are identified that have certain
distinct features as listed in the left_hand column. Actually, such features
are typical of those found in a variety of aer6nau_ical applications, so tur=
bulen,_e models developed to solv_ this p_rticular pr6blem will obviously apply
to m_,re general cases. Building_bloek _xperiments first s_lected to evaluate ....
and guide th@ model development for @aeh Of the region_ are sketch@d in the
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w.,xt co]Unili. 'I'|_o _luml_Ors In paYcnt:h_sc,,u bo]ow Lhc:;c, skoLchc_s i'_f_,r Lo t}m
l'efev_cmcO._ which cohlta.ir_ Lhe (_xpt, r.Lmc.nlia] d:ita.
Ar_ attempt was mado _(_ select thes_ _,xperJmonts on the, ba._;l.q_Jf the
requir6_ments listed previol_sly. HoweveP, in order to estab]i._;h as wide a data
base as possible, no_ all the experiments clearly meet the complete require-
ments. As Will be discussed in _he next section, model development has pro-
ceeded to the point where unresolved issues regarding the details of tile avail-
able experimental data have surfaced and the need for additional experiments
to resolve these issues is clear. These issues and sketches of additional
experiments complete the information in figure 12,
For the Case of fully turbulent attached flows over airfoils where the
boundary-layer approximation to the full Navier-Stokes equations applies,
pressure gradient a_d wall. curvature encompass the important flow features. __
Obviously, if the Mach number was increased heat transfer would also be
important. The first experiments chosen will mainly test the ability of the i
model to predict the effects of adverse pressure gradient. One of the..expe_i-
ments also includes a favorable, gradient_ (41)
In the second region, separation and reattachment may occur and the list
of flow features is longer and obviously the problems are more complex. For
example, the inviscid=v.iscid interaction affects the whole flow field and the
complete Navier-Stokes equations may be required to solve the problems. The
flows chosen for model dev(.,lopment all have rather seve#e interaction and test
the ability of th(, model to predict separation extent and reattachment char-
acteristics. The trailing-edge flow region has fewer experiments thnt provide
_ither verification or guidance For modeling. Those first chosen test the
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oh!liLy of tho niodei t6 l_rodl0._ ,_opar,'_tt6n _n tl_O prGsel_'c_ of advor,ne l_rt, ssurc:
r,radh;nts ;ind how a fiiodel uso.d in attached flows migh[ be. cxtGndGd with wake
or [railing-edg_ flows.
The additional experiments sketcl%ed in the last column might be pro_osc,.d
so as to obta:ln answers to the unresolved issues arising from a _udy of
modeling for the building--block experiments as discussed ifl the next section. .
IV. STATUS OF TURBULENCE MODELING FOR COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS
An experimental foundation for guiding and verifying turbulence mode].
development was proposed in the pre_ious section. The status of the various
modeling concepts will now be reviewed by comparing computations that employ
the models with the experiment.al data for the attached and separated flow
cases.
A. Attached FlowS
i. Boundary-Layer Flows .with Zero or Mild Pressure Gradients
Algebraic eddy viscosity or mixing length closure models haVe been suc-
cessfully applied to compute compressible, Zero-preSsure, and mild-pressure
gradient 5oundary_layer flow_. See, for example, chapter 9 of reference 9
where a large number of computations employing the baseline model described in
section II is compared with experiment. For purposes of this review three
additional examples are given to illustrate the success of the model and to
poipt out where additional work may be n_cessary.
A comparison of the experimental data Of Allen (53) on an a×isymmetric
ogive-cylinder body and a _omput_ti0n employing the baseline model is showfi in
[Jgure 13. The domputation_ wer_ rhadewith a boundary-laydt program originally
dt_veloped for lamiflar flow (5_) but modified several xeafs ago by Marvin arid
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Sh6.affet" so l_hat turb.].elil: fiow._ co.l.d a.llso ba _omputed. Comparison:_ of th_
co_putatioh_ with tl_o sl¢ifl hTtc_:lon and vel:_c:t.fy-profile data, obtained 1)y
_hrae techniques, :tndtcatc_ tl_e kind r,f agra_ment that can b_ e::pect_,d when I
, 1
empl.oying the baseliflO model at low Math numbers on bodies at adiabatic wall
temperatures. Calculations with and without transverse curvature (TVC).to I
account for a thick boundary layer. show little differonce,
At higher Math number_, modeling cb_,nges that account for heat transfer
and density fluctuations must be considered. For Mach numbers up to i0, modi_ __
fications to the baseline model apparently are sufficient to account for .these
effects. Shang (55) made this conclusion op the basis of comparisons with skin
friction and heat transfer data. He accounted for the triple correlation,_.__
p'u"v", neglected in the baseline model in an approximate way by multiplying
equations (19) and (20) by the term [i + (<p')/p)]. The magnitude of the
density ratio was obtained by solving the y-momentum equation for the turbu-
lent fluctuating pressure and introducing its magnitude-into the equation of
state, along with a correlation for temperature fluctuations. Also he, as ......
well as others before him, found that the effects of heat transfer could be
adequately accounted for by the introduction of a turbulent Prandtl number,
equation (24), which could be expressed as a constant, Pr t = 0.9, or a variable
value depending upon the location in the boundary layer. However, the solu-
tions were not too sensitive to the choice of the Prandtl number and the value
of 0.9 was recommended, Above a Mach number of I0, the adequacy of the base-
line model or its modified form has not been established. Lack of sufficiently
accurate data above M --lO contributes substantially to this conclusion.
Figures 14 and 15, taken from reference 55, Jl]ustrate the succ_,ss of
employing a modified baseline model _o predict skin friction and beat transfer
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" at l_y_ersonic Macll mm_h_rs. At Math 7,4, Snclu¢llng _Im _ffects of tl_edehsit'y
fluctuati6ns l_a_ _ smal.1 :[hfludl_e and the unmodifl._d baseline Nod_] pred_¢:ts
the data quite well. A_ Mach number 1.0,5, the _ffOcts of density f]uctuattcms
are larger and the modified model apparently yields a better prediction of the
skin friction data. In both the_e eXam_las the turbulent Prand_l number was
held constant at 0.9 and the predictiOnS of heat transfer are cOnServative.
Introducing a variable Prandtl number would result in Somewhat better agree-
ment but apparently there iS further need for Study to resolve the question Of
adequately predicting the heat transfer. Also in these examples, the initial
rise in skin friction subsequent to transition is not predicted very well_ but
this result can be attributed to the influenee of low Reynolds number on the
Clauser modeling constant, 0.0168. (See, e.g., chapter 6 of ref. 9.)
Uniformly distributed _ass transfer at the wall is another problem of
interest receiving greater attention now because_cur the possibility of its use
to reduce drag on aerodynamic surfaces and thereby decrease aircraft fuel con_
sumption. Modification to the baseline model to account for mass transfer at
the wall is accomplished by altering the value of A+ in equation (22). An
appropriate variation of A mass transfer is found through analysis of
experimental data. This is illustrated in figure 16 where experimentally
determined values of A+ are correlated with a mass transfer parameter B/cf,
where B = PwVw/PeUe and cf is the local valu_ of skin friction. The data
are adequately repr&sented by an exponential Curv_.
Predictions of the skin frid_ion arid.neat transfer _mploying this modifi _
cation to A+ havd been made wSth the Marvin-Sheaffer (5_) boundary-layer
program. Results are shown iN figure 17 wher_ .the akin friction and heat
transf_ normalized by their u_t_anspired values are piOtt_d Versus a
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Ii d:i.|_eh_innl.eSs lllass trm_sfer param6Cer. Tile skin frier:Ion deCirOnise w:Itb
i
increasing ma_s addition i2 predicLed reasonably wall, '_he effo¢_fs of c,_m-
prassibi].i_y, oy Macb aun_r, af_ saaJl bg_h thooreticnJ]y anti oxpL_rimentaily.
Recdfitly, similar resu]._ for skin _fietiofi to M_, = 6.6 Were presented.(_n)
Tl_e heat transfer decrease ia also predicted wall to M = 0,7. ltowever, not
shown are restilts at higher Mach number where tileavailable data indicate a
far smaller decrease in heat transfer than is p_edicced. This latter aspect
is discussed in reference 63 aridstill requires further theoretical and
experimental Study.
2. Boundary-Layer Flows with Severe Pressure Gradients
The status of turbulence modeling for compressible boundary layers
encountering rather Severe pressure gradients will be discussed by considering
the attached flow experiments introduced in figure 12. These experiments and .....
their test conditions are summarized in figure 18 taken from reference 20.
_, Attempts to predict the experimental data by using the baseline algebraic
turbulence model introduced previously gave results that were not entirely
satisfactory. (12) However, in some instance_a reasonable prediction was
achieved as Will be shown subsequently, The poorest prediction was obtained
for the compression ramp data of Sturek and Danberg (_3) as illustrated in
figure 19, taken froN ref@rence 12, and serves as an example to show how
modifications to the model were employed to improve the situation. In this
\nstance the baseline model predicts no rise in skin f_iction in contffadietlon
£o the daCa. Modifying the baseline mod_l coefficienC_ _ or _ and k
(see eqs. (19) and (22)) as sugg6sted for incompressible flows with pressure
gradient(9, 61_,65) did not improve the p_ediction for all of the flows and in
some c;_ses produc6d poorer results.
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• The curv_ lab]ed % _ O, wliere X = I,/_, _n figure ].9 ,_how.gSueli a resul_
wl_en A+ and R are modified to account for pros_L,_.ogr._d_ent, Howevel_,
IIorstman was able to improve tl_eprediC_iol_s w.ILh _he base:linemodel by_.intro-
ducing a.gadditio1_al empirical relaxation parameter (_) in the mod]flcatien
for A+ and k. For example, the curve .labeled _ = 7..5 shows exce]lent
agreement witl_ th_ data. Results similar to this were obtained for each of "
the experiment.s in figure 18. However_ the disadvantage of such an approach
wa._ that each experiment required a differeot relaxation scale to effect a
good prediction and the available data were not sufficient to determine a
universal correlation of relaxation scale length in terms,of. pressure gradient
that would encompaSS the important parameters of Mach number and Reynolds
number.
In contrast to the former results, a recent study has shown that the two-
equation model of Wilcox (l?) and the full Reynolds stress Nodel of
Donaldson (19) introduced in section II provide overall a better means of pre _
dicting these adverse pressure gradienL flows. (20) Furthermore, no adjust-
ments to modeling constants were required.
To illustrate this finding, examples of the .reSults taken from refer-
ence 20 are shown in figures 20, 21, and 22 for the adverse pre,_sure gradient
flow of Peake et al.(40) In figure 20, the mean flow pressure and velocity
are shown along wiflh the skin friction and form factor, H. The baseline mode]
pr@diction is labeled Marvin-Sha@ffer and the Wilcox and Donaldson .models are
label@d Wilcox-Traci and ARAP, r@spectively. The .rise in _kin friction is
predi@t_d very well by the two-eq.uation and Reynolds stress models.
, Typical-of the baseline model_ the predicted increaSe lags the data
b_cause no additional production of _urbulence Other than that .introduced
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1through changes in tile moan flow Is accounted for, .Tile axlal, d]strlbut:lt)fi of
the ,_hape factor 1,_ reproduced reaa0nal_ly w0.11 by el] the models, but elm
baso]t.ne nlodel.pred]cts a consistently htgher magnitude. Tile velocity and
slicer sEre_s p__ofil.es for two ax:lal locations, one after a run of adverse _.......
pressure gradient and a second far downstream in the constant pressure rt.,gt_m,
e,o.,
are shown compared with the predictions in figures 21. and 22, The ve]octty
profiles are predicted very well by the Wilcox and Donaldson models. The-
shear stress profiles are predicted (overall) better by the multiequntion ..
models.}.
The advantage of the models employing additional differential equat2Lons
to describe the behavior of the turbulence results from the expectation that
they. are capable of predicting a wide variety of flows without modification of ....
constants and that they might provide the best means for-calculating through
separated regions such as those discussed in the next section.
B. Separated Flows
In the example proposed in figure 12 at the end of section III, separation
and reattachment in the region of a shock wave interaction with a boundary
layer were characteristic of the flow features that would have to be predicted
by a successful turbulence model. Work directed toward model development for
! this .problem has been under way for several years, both experimentally and
! co_nputat±onally, and the progress .on both aspects will be reviewed noW..,......
i. The Building-Block Experiments i
1
The building-block experi_lents now being used by the group at Ames I|
Research Center to study the behavior of turbulent boundary layers undergoing !
separation and reattachlhent after the._r interaction with a_ incident shock
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wave ar_ d0scrlb_d. Ea0h experiment, in wl_ich there i_ a Sig,_f_eant Ctmp]Ing
of the vis_ous and iav_se_d flow fields, has a companion computer sJmulatlon
t
! that u_es the eomple_ tim_-averag_d, Navier-Stokes _quation_ and requires
i
large, fast computer for a solution. The experiments, i_ various degrees of
i
completeness at =his =ime, cover a wide range Of Mach numbers and Reynolds
I
i,_ numbers. "' 1The first two experiments involve _ransOnic flows and particular interest
is directed toward shock-boundary-layer interactions on wings. Figure 23(a)
shows the exp#rimental errangement for a verification experiment (_s) being
performed on a wing tha= spans the test Section of a high Reynolds number
channel recently built at Ames Research Center. The facillty operates in a
blow-down mode, and the free-stream Math number can be adjusted before or
J
during tests by a translating wedge that acts as a dOwnstream choke. The !
i
upper and lower walls ace contoured so that strong shocks would not extend to i
the walls and choke the_floW. A thick clrcular-arc wing (flg. 23(b)) was
chosen to allow local airfoil Mach numbers to achieve values where shock-
induced Separation would occur, but without having the shock extend more than
about two-thirds of the distance between the wing and the outer wall. Surface
presSures for variou_ Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers have been obtained as !
well as surface skin friction at speciflc Reynolds numbers. (_$,66) Still to
be obtained are mean velocity data and more skin=frlction data.
The wing experiment resul_ed in both shock-induced and trailing-edge_
induced separation, depending on the free-stream Mach number. Data were
obtained tO R_ynolds numbers, based on thord length, of 17×106 . At in[ermedl-
ate Mach numbers, some unsteadiness in the flOw field Occurred. The results
are discussed in detail in reference 45. Reynolds-number effects for both the
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Il!rafling edge and shoc.:k-induc.ed ._epara_lm_ were no_ .q{gnifieant for w|n_-eimccl-
based Reynolds l_umb01:s heyof_cl ]OxlO 6.
Some results obtained wlion shock-:tnduced separation occurl_c,d aloe glvoil .lll
figure 24. O[I-flow patterns (lower portion of tim figure) illustrate the
two-dinien._ionality of the flow and the detail, in the region downstreanl of
separation. The Shadowgraph view near tim interaction clearly illustrates
sliock-induced separation. The pressure ratios do_cnstream of the shock are
* indicating that the flow is slightly supersonic and suggesting thebelow Cp,
,i
.. presence of an oblique shock (also apparent in the shadowgraph). I
!i Figure 25 presents the airfoil pressures at several Reynolds numbers and !
the skin-friction measurements at a single Reynolds number. The skin-friction
measurements were obtained recently with surface-mounted wire gages specifi-
cally developed for this experiment,(26 ,66) The location of separation,
determined from the oil-flow photograph, is shown on the abscissa of the skin-
friction plot. This location also corresponds to the location_of the knee in
the pressure curve downstream of the ghock. The comparison w,ith the computa-
tions is discussed subsequently.
Figure 26 shows the physical arrangement of another transonic flow
experiment being used for code verification and model concept development. (29)
These tests are also being conducted in the Ames High Reynolds Number Channel. i
Supersonic flow was developed at the entrance of an axisymmetric test section
and a normal ._hockwave was positioned at a fixed location by adjusting the
i
location of a downstream shock generator. The relative distance between the i
I
I
shock wav_ and the downstream shock generator was always about 1 m, Experi- !
m_ntal v_rification data were obtained for.Reynolds numbers, based on distailce
l
along the wall. to tlie ]ocati6n of the shock wave, between 9x106 and 290xI0 _. ]i
!
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Over £his zange of Rey:mlds number, Mach number varied botween 1.35 and 1.45
becausa of the differences in wal] boundary-laye_ growth. Witl% tllis arrange-
ment, data are also being obtained at constant shock Madh number by allowing
the shock position to vary along the tube _urface when the Reynolds numbOr is
varied. A complete flow documentation, including turbulence measurements,
llas been performed at a Reynolds number of 37_i06 where the corresponding Mach _ I
number ahead of the shock wave was 1.44. I
Examples of the data are presented in figures 27 and 28, Additional
results, including velocity profiles and velocity fluctuation data, are given
in reference 29. The shock position is located at x/_ u = 0. The pressure
rises rapidly downstream of the shock wave, causes separation, and then
increases gradually. The corresponding Skin friction is reduced ahead,
reverseSsign in the separated region, and then increases thereafter.
The shear stress data (fig. 28) were obtained with the backed cross-wire
f
i anemometer described previously. The maximum shear stress in the boundary
layer shows a significant increase after the Shock wave and then decreases
downstream toward the value expected for a mild adverse pressure gradient.
Downstream of the shock wave beyond the effective boundary layer, some mea-
Surable shear was evident. It reverses sign because the mean velocity pro _
files are retarded, probably resulting from a CoalesCence of compression waves
ahead of the shock wave, (29) In this flow, the height of the Separated Zone
was very small and no details were measured in _he reversed--flow region. !
of the mean flow Over a wide range of ReynOlds numbers is 1
Documentation
i
now under way. These data will be used tO assess the ability Of the turbulence
model to predict Reynolds-number effects on such factors as interaction
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lengtl_s, pressurO rige go separation, arid _l_e effe_[s of Mimh _unlbr, r on-ln_:lp-
ien_ Separation.
Ofieexperilnent being u_ed to verify the computations in the supersonic
regime is the adiabatic shock_impinging flow originally reported by Reds and
Murphy. (_9) Figure 29 iS a schematic of the test arra_gement_ Shock waves of
varying streng£h were impinged on a Mach 3 boundary layer developed along a
tunnel wall. For some tests, the Shocks were _trong.enough to separate the
flow on the tunnel wall. Mean-flow profiles and surface-pressure data were
reported originally. Since the original work was completed, skin-friction
data have been inferred from the profile data (67) and Shear distribution
upstream and downstream of an interaction without Separation were measured. (36)
Currently, measurements throughout a separated region, such as velocity fluc-
tuaticnS, shear distributions, and surface skin friction, are being documented.
The surface pressure, normalized by the upstream total pressure, and
indirectly inferred wall shear stress for a separated flow case are shoWn in
figure 30. Separation and reattachment points from oil-flow photographs are !
indicated. The pressure data have a plateau near the separation. Data for
various shock strengths (42) will be used to assess the ability of the Navier- i
J
Stokes codes to predict the onset of separation. !
At hypersonic sp_ed_, the axisyfn_etric shock expansion boundary-layer
interaction flow described in reference 51 is being used to guide turbulence
modeling concepts. The experiment is sketched in figure 31. The leading edge
of the shock generator was varied between 5° arid 20°. Measurements in the
axial direction w_re made in finely spaced steps by traversing the shock
generator ifi £he axial direction during the tests. Complete flow docum_,nta-
tion, including turbulence measurements across the flow field, is availab]_
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for Shock generator angles of 7.5 _, wl_ere unseparated Interac[iOns occur_0d,
and at 15°, Where fully separated _ntera_tio_s ocdurred. S,rfade prossure,
J
skin frictlon, and heat transfer values are aVailable for Other generator
angles (42) and will be used to Veri_y t1_eability of the turbulence mod_l to
predict the effects of shock strength on separation at hypersonic speeds.
The surface pressure, Skin friction, and heat transfer for Separated flow _'
are Shown in figure 32. Separation and reattachment points obtained from
interpreting pitot-pressure measurements on probes near the surface facing
both upstream and downstream are shown. The pressure increases through the
interaction region, reaches a plateau near separation, _nd then rises further
after reattachment. The skin friction decreases, then rises downstream of
reattachment; the heat transfer rises continually. The decay in pressure,
skin friction, and heat transfer downstream of the interaction results from
the expansion fan emanating from the corner of the generator.
Fluctuating turbulence properties, for use as guides in modeling changes,
were measured acroSs the boundary layer at four locations through the inter-
aCtiOn.(35) An example of the measurements is shown in figure 33, where the
Shear stresses at the four measurement locations are plotted. It was not pos-
sible to obtain shear measurements in _the_reversed_flow reglon of the separa-
tion bubble at the Second measuremen£ station so the expected trend has been
Sketched. The measurements show many of the Same features as for the tran-
Sonic experiment shown previously. Through the interaction, the maximum level
of shear stress near the Separated region increases significantly. Downstream
of reattachment, (x - Xo)/6 o > -I, the shear profiles do not differ in shape
fgom those usually found in zero Or slightly favorable pressure gradients.
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'f_Lrbu]t_ncememory appa_Oa_tly _erSis_s only for about fige boufldary=:layel7
thicknesses beyond the initial rise in p_#es_ure.(35)
The supersonic corner flow experif_ent(52) sketched in figure B4 is tbL_
last of the shock interaction experiments to be discussed. Mean flow measure-
ments at two ramp angles, 20° and 24°, have been documented and turbulence .._.
measurements are planned fo_ the forthcoming year for the 20° ramp angle.
Data have been obtained for an extremely large range of Reynolds number, based
on boundary-layer thickness: 5xlO "3< Re 6 E 7x108. Typical resu_its showing
surface pressure and skin-friction data for the 20= ramp angle taken from
reference 52 are reproduced in figure 35. Features colmmon to all the super-
sonic interactions are evident; a pressure plateau and a rapid decrease in
skin friction followed by a rise after separation.
2. Companion Computations Using Various Turbulence Models
Each of the experimentally determined flow fields described above have
been programmed for numerical simulation on a CDG-7600 computer. Each program
uses the mass-averaged forfn of the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations and
solves them with the MacCormack time-marching explicit scheme with split-
ring (68) and employs the more time-efficient algorithms proposed by
MacCormack.(69) The complete Navier-Stokes equations were used because the
viscous and inviscid flows interact significantly and it was-.believed that use
of approximate solUtion techniques would only introduce uncertainty when eval-
uating the ability of the turbulende models to predict measured trends with
Mach number and Reynolds-number variations. Each of the programs and so]utlon
techniques has been reported on separate_ly and their detai]s wi]1 not be
addressed here. Solutions for each of th@ flows described above have l)ct'n
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Li
I •
; made employing the baseline and _elaxation modols dis¢ussed previously. Th_e
!
of the flows have 5_en predltted with _he one-equation model and the others
will be attel_pted in the near future. Eventually, it i_ likely that all [he
flows will require at least a two-equation _nod_l before reliable pred_ctloNs
can be expected. The results of the computations are discussed next.
The data from the transonic_wing experiment are cOmpared in figure 24 --'
with the computations performed by Deiwert. (70) With the baseline model, the
overall features of the flow field are predicted reasonably Well. For
example, the trend of increasing airfoil peak Mach number with Reynolds number
is predicted, as is separation due to shock interaction. Downstream of the
shock, where the flow separates, the pressure recovery is overpredicted
because the predicted shock w_ve is normal, whereas the experimental shock
wave iS oblique. A comparison of the predlcted and measured skin friction at
Re = I07 further illustrates the differencesin that region as the location
of predicted separation is downstream of that location determined from the
oil-flow photographs. Use of the relaxation concept (eq. (25)) with one
boundary-layer thickness for L (relaxation length) tends to shift the loca-
tion.of the shock, wave closer to the leading edge and reduces the peak Mach
number and resulting shockstrength; nonetheless, the pressure recovery is
_till overpredicted.
Solutions using other choices for L did not improve the results. For
Mach numbers at which the flow is not separated but at which viscous effects
are still important, the computations using the baseline model compare very
favorably with the data, except at the trailing edge where ext@nsive separa-
tion occurred. (70) Because solutions to this problem take between 30 and
60 min of Computation time, models employing dlfferential equations for
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tufbu]en_ kinetio energy or shear have l_otbeen attemp£ed. These wl]] be
added in tl_oneap future, 1_owever, if other, there slmp_e probloms show
improvement with employm_n_ of these models.
Comparisons of the computations with the data from th_ normal shock-wave
experiment are presented in figure_ 27 and 28. The pressure predictions ,
temploying all the models agree well with thedata. The skin friction is
underestimated downstream, using either the baseline or relaxation models.
HoWever, the one-equation model of Rubesin does Significantly better with
regard to predicting the downstream skin friction and is considered a major
improvement, The latter results were reported recently by Viegas and
Coakley.(71) The shear distributions obtained usin_ therelaxation model are
compared with the data in figure 28 at three locations downstream of the shock
wave. Similar results were obtained with_the baseline model. The compUtations
fail topredict the significant increase in shear at the first station and,
evidently, this continues to affect the prediction downstream. Better com-
parisons are expected with the one-equation model, but they were not available
at the time this paper was written.
Comparisons for the oblique shock interaction using the baseline and
relaxation turbulence models are shown in figure 30. For the Oblique shock
interaction, the baseline model predicts the over_ll pressure rise reasonably
well and also predicts separation. However, no appreciable upstream influ-
ence in the pressure and no plateau are indicated in the calculations because
the size of the sepacation bubble iS underpredicted. Introducing tho re]axa-
ties model With L = 5 boundary-layer thicknesses corrects this deficienCy
because it loWers the effec£ive eddy viscosity near th_ separation, thus
increasin!_ the size of the separated zone, which in turn introduces a plateau I
I
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• i_l tl_O pressuce-fise _urve, The location of separation 1_ pred:ictJed with tlle
relaxation model, but the reattachmegt location 1._ too far dowisst_eam.
Tl_e comparison witli tl_c wall Sl_ear doWnstreani of reattacl_me_t where tl_0
boundary laye_ thins may appear better than is the actual case because these
computations were made with a relatively coarse grid, and in the downstream
locations the first computation point away from the wall was in the logarithmic "'
region of the turbulent boundary layer. Since the method used to obtain
derivatives at the wall requires calculated points within the sublayer reg_ion, ......
the.predicted, shear is expected to.be lower than the measurementS, and the
results would be similar to those-for the transonic normal shock comparison_.
In figure 32, the predicted results and experimental data for the hyper-
sonic shock interaction are compared. AS with the supersonic oblique Shock .....
interaction, the baseline model prediction reproduces the overall trends in
the data but is deficient in the separated region.. Recent calculations by
T. J. Coakley (71) using the one-equation model of Rubesin improves the situa-
tion. The height of the separation was gKeater and the resulting upstream
influence leads to.a plateau in the pressure. However, Coakley had to alter
the algebraic length scale in the model to affect the changes. The.location
where skin friction begins to decrease is.predicted, but the extent of the
Separation in the axial direction is Still overpredicted. The heat transfer
is underpredicted throughout the intfiraction region with either model.
The supersonic corner.flow has been predicted using the baseline, relaxa-
tion, and one-equation turbulence models .......The latter computationg were
recently made by Horstman. the results..are compared with the experimental
data in figur_ 35. The bageline model prediction_ show no plateau ifi the
pressure distribution as a result of the small predictfid separation zone, and
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tl_O Ski_ friction downstream of rOattachment ls underp_ed_cted, Th_ re]axa-
tio_ mode] does inarease tl_e size of tl_es_paratiOfl zone and a p%ateau _.n
pre_uPe is pfedid_ed, but tileSkin friction downstream Of rea_achmefl_ is
still underpr_dicted. Tl_e one-equation model _ignificantly improves _he pr_-
diction of Skin friction and does reaSonably well in the prediction of the
overall pressures. Moreover, a aomparison recently made by HOrstman of tl_e _;
velocity profiles downstream of reattachment with the computations shows a
marked improvement when the one-equation model is used.
From an examination of all the comparisons, the following general obser-
vations can be made. In most cases, the pressure rise can be predicted
reasonably well with a simple eddy viscosity description for the turbulence.
The exception is for the transonic Wing where the shock-induced separation was
very large and extended from the foot of the shock beyond the trailing edge.
The algebraic eddy viscosity coBcept is deficient in providing the proper
details_within the separated zone and this, in turn, apparently affects the
entire flow field when the separation zones are large.
Introducing _elaxation tends to improve the Situation somewhat because it
decreases the eddy viscosity in the region of separation, resulting in an
increase in the height of the separation. However, the nex£ decrease in eddy
viscosity persists beyond the separated zone even for short relaxation lengths,
and.__he codes underpredict the skin friction downstream. In=erpr_tatiofl 6f
the modeling experiments indicated the need for an increase in effectiv_ eddy
viscosity downstream of reattachment. An improved turbulence mod_l chat
effectively accomplished thi_ is the One-equation model of Rubesin. Fur¢her
improvement to this mod_l can be made by altering the algebraic length scale
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ias sl%ownby viegas and Coakley. (71) In fact, their results suggest that a
twO-equatlon model will probably provide an even better predittion. _till
needed, however, is a better model for the flow in tl_eSeparated region Where
the flow is reversed; but the lack of data {_om such regions makes the guld-
i ance of model changes difficult.
I V. CONCLUDING REMARK_
A Complete concept of turbulence modeling h_s been described. The ele-
ments -- experimentS, modeling concepts, and computations - were each reviewed
=o provide an up-to-date status of the problem. Experiments were classified
as verification or modeling types. Verification experiments were described as
those that measured mean flow quantities and they would provide a means for
assessing the ability to predict correctly over the flight ranges of Mach and
i
Reynolds number. On the other hand, modeling experiments would require mea _
surements of the turbulent flow itself in Sufficient detail to guide and
verify the turbulence models actually used in the computation codes.
Recent techniques used to measure turbulent properties in compressible
flow were reviewed and the results are encouraging enough to permit the con-
¢lusion that modeling experiments can be performed at various Mach numbers. A
set Of experiments to evaluate and guid_ turbulence model development for two-
dimensional flows was introduced and comparisons of computations employing
various turbulence models were made. The results of the compariSonS snowed
that algebraic eddy viscOsi_y models were sufficient to predict most attached
t
flows with zero or mild pressure grad_ients up to Math number i0.
Models that employ additional differential equa£ions to describe turbu_ I
J
lent kinetic energy or shear stress are required in the ease Of Severe
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pr_ssurc, gradl, en[so Flows wi_h separation 01_ raattac.hment ape al.s¢_ Dredieted
bo_ter _J[h m_3do2,_ ugi_g addit-16f_,_] d.l_erO.n_ial equatJ.ons, but tlm number of
m_ampJ_t_s is ltliit_od a_ _i_o, p_esO.n_ t:l_e a_d furt:ll¢_r eOnlp;_tsan wiJ_J, havo _o 13a$
! niZlde bo.forO a predictive mode], i,_ availab].e fm_ thO_gr_ fl:_ws,
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i TABLE I - STATUS OF COMPUTATIONAl, _ERODYNAMICS, 0
R_adinesS _Imo p_riod
fl_a_e of
2D 3D 3D Limlt atropos Pac|fig item
approximation
for equations airfoils wings aircraft
Slender configurations
Small angle of attack
1930's 1950's 1960's
Inviscid Perfect g_s
r
linearized Used in current No transonic flow
aircraft design No hypersonic flow
No flow separation
i - -.......... | :
1971 1973 1976 ?
Ii Inviscid
nonlinear Development No flow separatio n Code
nearing completion . development
1975 1977 ? 1979 ?
Viscous ......... Accuracy of. Turbulence
time averaged Early stage turbulence model modeling
of development
D_velopment
ViScous Accuracy of solution
Mid 1980's o,f advanced
time dependent to Navier-Stokes eqs.
computer
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TAI_I,E71,- ELEMENTS OF WELL-DOCUMENTED BUILDiNG-BI,OCK EXPERIMENTS
Typ0 of
Typ_ oI_ Documented Tos_
equat Jon
exp_rin_el_t quantit[es coi_ditions
!
i closure
FirSt order To f]ight
or Verification CF,CH,Pw,_,u,_,w ,(qo) in Mach and
higher order Reynolds. nos.
CF,CH,Pw,T,u,v,w, (q=> Repr_s.entative
First order
First. order _light Mach
modeling ......
p v'u', p T_v ' and Reynolds nos.
CF,CH,Pw,T,u,vjw, (q=) Representative
Higher order ..
Higher order p v'u', p _'_-_" flight Mach
modeling
_ui and Reynolds nos.
<u'>_<vt >,<w'>_<q>,v' q'
" 'SX.
_ 3
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FICURE CAPTiONg
Figure 1.- Process o£ p!xysical modeling for computer code deve]opment.
Figure 2.- Statu_ of turbulence modeling.
Figure 3.v Math and Reynolds number domain for aerospace vehicles.
Figure 4.- Mach and Reynohl_ number domain for experiments compared with that
for aerospace vehicles.
Figure 5. _ Comparison of estimated supersonic shear stress with incompressible
: measurements and the empirical prediction of Maise and McDonald. (Taken
from ref. 27.)
Figure 6.- Probes developed for high-temperature applications. (Taken from
nef. 28.)
Figure 7.- Supported crossed hot-wire probe. (Taken fro_ ref..29.)
Figure 8.- Comparison of calculated and measured velocity-density sensitivity
.....................i
ratios. (Taken from ref. 31.) I
I Figure 9.- Comparison of calculated density and velocity s_nsitivities andmeasured mass-flux sensitivity. (Taken from ref. 31.)
Figure 10.- Shear_stress measurements in compressible flows.
Figure !i.- Normalized rms velocity and density fluctuations across a com-
pressible turbulent boundary layer.
Figure 12.- Model development for two-dimensional flows. _.
Figure 13.- Comparison of baseline turbulence model computation and data of
Allen.(53)
. (a) Skin friction.
(b) Velocity profile, x = 2.08 ft.
Figure 14.- Effect of density fluctuation of Cf and St at M = 7.4.
(Taken from ref. 55.)
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Figuro 1.5.- Effect _f density flue_uatian on .......Cf and _ at M6 = 10.5.
(Takep fro:i_ ref, 55,)
Figure 16.- Effects of mass transfer on basoline model_.Nonstant, A+.
Figure 17.- Comparison between calculations.using a modified baseline model
and experiments for transpired boundary layers,
Figure 18_- Experimental test flows used as standards of comparison for the
turbulence models, (Taken from ref. 20.)
Figure 19.- Comparison of measured and computed Skin-friction dlstributions
obtained using a turbulence lag _odel.(12)
Figure 20._ Streamwise distributions of boundary-layer characteristlcs, experi-
ment of Peake, Brakmann, and Romeskie. (Taken from ref. 20.)
(a) B0undary-layer edge ¢ongitions.
(b) Local skin friction coefficient, based en free-stream dynamic
I
Rressure. i
(c) Local form factor.
Figure 21.- Velocity and turbulent shear stress profiles after run of adverse
pressure gradient, data of Peake etal.: x = 52 cm. (Taken from ref. 20.)
(a) Mean velocity profile.
(b) Turbulent Shear stress profile.
Figure 22.- Mean velocity and turbulent shear stress profiles far downstream
in Peake et al. experiment, x = 67.3 cm, (Taken from ref. 20.)
(a) Mean velocity profile.
(b) Turbulent shear stress profile.
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Figuce 23.- Experimefita] arr afigement for a transofiic wing undergoifig shoak-
indl_cad soparatiofi,
(a) Overall arrm_gement.
(b) Whig design.
Figure 24.- Slmck-lnduced boundary,layer separatio n experiment on a bicofivex
circular-arc airfoil; Re m 10.3x106, M_ = 0.786.
1
Figure 25.- Results from the Shock-induced separation experiment on a biconvex ]
clrcular-arc airfoil.
Figure 26.- Experimental arrangement for a normal shock-wave, turbulent
boundary-layer experiment withsep_ratio n. ,_
Figure 27.- Results from normal shock-wave experiment; M= = 1.44 and
Rex = 37×i06..
Figure 28.- Shear-stress profiles from the normal shock-wave experiment,
M_ = 1...44and Rex = 37×106 .
Figure-29.-Experimental arrangement for a supersonic oblique shock-wave,
boundary-layer interaction experiment; M_ = 3.0 and Re6o 9.73×105 .
Figure 30.- Results from the supersonic obliqueshock-wave, boundary-layer
interaction experiment; M_ = 3.0 and Re6o = 9.73×105 .
Figure 31.- Experimental arrangement for an axially symmetric hypersonic
oblique shock-expansion, boundary-layer Interaction experiment; M_ = 6.9
and Rex e 13×106 .
Figure 32.- Results from the hypersonic oblique shock-expanslon, boundary-
layer int_ractlon eXperlment; M_ = 6.9 and Rex m 13×106 .
Figure 33.- Shear-stress distributions for the hype_sonlc oblique shock-
expansion, boundary-layer int_ractlon experiment; M_ = 6.# and
Rex = 13×10 _.
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Figuro 34.- Sketch of 8_ by 8-in. sup_rsonid wlnd-_unne] and £es_ model.
(Taken from ref, 52.)
• Figure 35.- Results from the Sup_rs6nJ.e ramp flow exporim_nt; M_ = 3, _ = 20°_
Z •
and Re6o 1.65×106
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Figure 20.- Streamwise.distributions of boundary-layer characteristics, experi-
ment of Peake, Brakmann, nnd Romeskie. (Taken from ref. 20.)
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Figurc 21.- Velocity and turbulent shear stress profiles after run of adverse
pressure gradient, data of Peake et al._ x = 52 cm. (Taken from rel. 20.)
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Figure 22.- Mean velocity and turbulent shear stress profiles far downstream
in Peake et al. experiment, x = 67.3 cm. (Taken from ref. 20.)
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